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The uAttend employee
management system is used
by a wide range of customers
with staff working on remote
sites including construction,
staffing agencies and
agricultural businesses.

uAttend is a SaaS, cloud-
based system, all clocking in
data is stored securely online.

On remote sites there can
be an issue with intermittent
internet connectivity or no
internet connectivity at all.

We’ve developed a
standalone, turnkey, web-
based clocking solution
which enables staff to clock
in with uAttend on remote
sites where there’s no local
network connection.  

Option 1
GSM connection

All uAttend biometric fingerprint,
facial recognition and RFID
proximity terminals can be linked
using a router and 3G adapter for
internet access via a LAN cable.

We supply the adapter and the
TP-LINK router with your clocking in
terminal ready configured to simply
plug-and-play.

You’ll need to source a 3G Data SIM
(your IT team will be able to help
with this). Once you’ve purchased
and activated your SIM card, send
it to us, we’ll then add it to the
adapter, test, and build the clocking
in system to your specification.

The lowest available 3G tariff should
be fine as the data output from
the clocking in terminal is very low.

Expect to pay around £7.50 per
month.

NB: It’s best to check network
coverage in the area the clocking
in terminal will be used in before
choosing a 3G supplier. 

Option 1
uAttend GSM connection comprising an adapter, router and
configuration - £95 ex VAT

(Price does not include the cost of clocking in terminals or shipping) 
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“We have been using
the uAttend clocking
system for more
than a year now and
the GSM connection
has enabled the
clocking in terminals
to work on sites
independently with
little or no network
connectivity, this
means that time
worked on-site can
always be accurately
tracked.”

LMOB Electrical Contractors Ltd  

 

uAttend clocking in terminals

BN6000 series of biometric
fingerprint terminals start
at £149 (ex VAT)

CB6500 RFID proximity 
terminals £189 (ex VAT)   

MN2000 facial recognition
terminal £249 (ex VAT) 
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Option 2
GSM connection
with secure
enclosure

If you have concerns about the
security of the clocking in terminal
and the GSM connection on-site we
can supply a box with a dual power
supply.

This option ensures that all cables
and components are kept securely
together.

(The uAttend clocking in terminal
shown here is the biometric 
fingerprint terminal mounted on a 
secure cabinet).

Option 2
uAttend GSM connection with secure enclosure comprises a cabinet,
dual power sockets, adapter, router and configuration - £245 ex VAT

Option 3
With in-car adapter: Secure cabinet, dual power sockets, in-car power
plug, router and configuration - £289 ex VAT

(Price does not include the cost of clocking in terminals or shipping)




